Why should I think about the Future of Work?
The world of work is changing fast. Companies who understand and adapt to the drivers of change are seeing huge performance benefit
in their profitability, productivity, employee engagement, retention and overall performance. Those who are slow to adapt will be left behind.

Things are changing: drivers of change
Mobility
Where you work is
starting to matter
less & less

Generations
Children of the digital age
are entering the workforce
en masse, bringing with
them new ideas &
expectations

Globalisation
Boundaries are disappearing.
Physical location & language
spoken no longer separate
like they used to

Complexity

Technology

There are new threats &
new opportunities
emerging every day, &
understanding what they
mean for you is a challenge

The rate of technological
change is speeding up
& is challenging the best
way to get work done

These drivers are not a fad, or a trend which is going to go away.
This means that the way you have done things so far, isn’t what will be best tomorrow…

What the future of work looks like

Collaboration

Flexibility

Choice

Learning

Individuals who…
Have increased flexibility
over career path,
development, &
when & how they work

Collaborate and share
information.
Build collective intelligence,
quickly share & reuse best
practice

Learn… fast
Learning is more
important than knowing

Thrive on increased responsibility.
Faster decision making,
innovation, freedom, & higher
productivity per employee

A connected workforce
Embrace technology which
connects people, teams, skills
& ideas

Innovation everywhere
Everyone is an innovator.
Stability, not change is now a
greater threat

Follow from the front
Leaders must focus on removing
barriers that constrain their
people’s potential

Organisations with…
An environment people
WANT to work in
Attract top talent & create an
environment heavy on
purpose, play, passions
& positive impact

The courage to question
& challenge current practice. It’s OK
not to have all the answers, but asking
questions is key
Adaptable structures
Structure is good, but it must free
people to be their best not
constrain them

We’re passionate about getting there…
Working with you to create...

Innovation

High Potential
Individuals

 Increase the capacity for
idea generation

 Find & manage talent that will drive
your performance

 Execute ideas quickly to
keep pace with the rate
of change

 Develop resilience, learning & adaptability
 Creating meaning & fuel passions

Culture Change

Collaboration

 Define your future
company, & co-create
the culture that makes
it happen

 Create an environment where
collaboration thrives
 Develop skills in your workforce to
use conflict, create networks &
empower others

Where to start? Challenge current practice!

Talent
Management

Leadership
Development

Are we a genuinely
attractive place to work for
the kind of talent we need
to perform in the future?

Do we have the right
leaders with the right skills
to lead us to where we
need to be?

Organisational
Design
Does it reinforce boundaries
or enable collaboration &
adaptability?

Key takeaways
The way you’ve been doing things in the past will not be the best way to do things in the future.
Leaders must take responsibility for:
 Steering the ship in the right direction by
accounting for the drivers of change
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 Harnessing potential through new
ways of working
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LEADING EXPERTS IN HUMAN PERFORMANCE

lane4performance.com

 Investing in the future by prioritising culture,
collaboration, innovation and potential
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